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Abstract 
We show that metric spaces and continuous functions between them are domain representable 
using the category of Scott-Ershov domains. A notion of effectivity for metric spaces is thereby 
inherited from effective domain theory. It is shown that a separable metric space with an ef- 
fective metric can be represented by an effective domain. For a class of spaces, including the 
Euclidean spaces, the usual notions of effectivity are obtained. The Banach fixed point theorem 
is a consequence of the least fixed point theorem for domains. A notion of semieffective domains 
is introduced and used to give a new proof of C&tin’s theorem. 
Keywords: Computable analysis; Domains; Metric spaces 
AMS classzjkation: 03D45; 68499 
0. Introduction 
In this paper we consider effectivity for possibly uncountable topological algebras. 
We do this in a uniform way using Scott-Ershov domains, i.e., consistently complete 
algebraic cpo’s. Domain theory is a well-established general theory of approximations. 
A topological algebra is domain representable by a structured domain if there is a 
quotient epimorphism from a substructure of the domain onto the topological algebra. 
Thus the algebra is represented as a quotient of a subspace of the representing domain. 
It is known that every locally compact topological algebra has a domain representation. 
We show that every metric algebra has a domain representation. Banach’s fixed point 
theorem for complete metric spaces is then a consequence of the existence of least 
fixed points for continuous functions on the representing domains. These facts partially 
explain why both domains and metric spaces provide good semantics for programming 
languages. The fact that metric algebras, among others, are domain representable in- 
dicates the richness and versatility of the notion of domains in combination with a 
concept of totality. 
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We consider a natural notion of effective metric spaces and show that every such 
space can be represented by an effective domain. In this way the general effective the- 
ory of domains is exported to the represented algebra. As an example, Ceitin’s theorem 
is proved using the generalisation of the Kreisel-Lacombe-Schoenfield theorem to do- 
mains. Applying the Kreisel-Lacombe-Schoenfield theorem in our situation forces us 
to simultaneously consider a weaker notion of effective domain, where the consistency 
relation on compact elements is not necessarily decidable. 
Studies of domain representations started with [14, 15, 161. The representation of 
metric spaces using cpo’s with weights and distance was considered in [ 191. 
In the first section we establish some of the necessary prerequisites from domain the- 
ory. Then, in the second section we consider domain representations of metric spaces. 
1. Scott-Ershov domains 
Definition 1.1. A Scott-Ershov domain, or simply domain, is a consistently complete 
algebraic cpo. 
For a thorough treatment of domains see Stoltenberg-Hansen et al. [ 131. We use 
their notation except that we denote the set of compact approximations of an element 
x by 2. We recall the following definition. 
Definition 1.2. A structure D = (D; L, &xl,. . . ,x,; $1,. . . , &) is a structured domain 
or C-domain for a signature C if 
(i) (D; L,l) is a domain, 
(ii) each xi E D, where p is given by C, and 
(iii) each $, is a continuous nj-ary operation on D, that is, $j : D”J + D is con- 
tinuous, where D”i is given the product topology, and q and the arities nj are given 
by C. 
The following definition is from [ 171. 
Definition 1.3. A topological C-algebra A = (A; al,. . . , up; ~1,. . . , oq) is representable 
by a C-domain D = (D; C, I; ;I,. . . , Lip; 61,. . ,a,) if there is a Z-substructure DA = 
(1)A;a^ ,,..., &,;r? ,,..., (j4) of D and a C-epimorphism 
vA IDA-A 
which is continuous with respect to the subspace topology of DA. The triple (D, DA, VA) 
is a domain representation of A. 
All domain representations considered in this paper will be quotients in the sense 
that the witnessing epimorphism is a quotient mapping. This is equivalent to 
DA/N S A 
being homeomorphic, where x N y ti VA(X) = uA(y). 
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The representing domain D contains both proper approximations and total or com- 
plete representations of elements of A, the latter constituting the set DA. In fact in cur 
case all elements in DA will be total in the following abstract sense [l]. 
Definition 1.4. An element x in a domain is total if for all elements y and z 
x 5 y, x & z + y is consistent with z. 
Let D be a domain and let M CD be a set of total elements. Then the consistency 
relation on A4, denoted by N, is an equivalence relation. It is easily shown that, if D 
and E are domains and M 2 D and N C E are sets of total elements, then a continuous 
function f : D + E satisfying f [M] C N induces a continuous function f: Ml- -+ 
N/- in the obvious way. 
An algebraic structure is efictive if there is an onto numbering from a subset of 
the natural numbers, the codes, to the elements of the structure such that the functions 
and relations are tracked by recursive functions and relations between the codes. We 
denote an effective structure A with a numbering CI by (A,a). An effective structure is 
computable if the domain of the numbering is r.e. and if the equality relation is also 
tracked by a recursive relation. 
Let (A,M) and (B,P) be effective structures. A partial function g : A + B is (tl,/3)- 
computable if there is a partial recursive function i such that dom g o c( c dom g, and 
such that g(cc(m)) = fi(i(m)), for m E domg o a. 
A set CGA is cl-decidable (a-semideciduble) if a-‘[Cl is recursive (r.e.). A re- 
cursive (r.e.) index for sr-‘[Cl is called a recursive (r.e.) a-index of C. A set C 2 A 
is weakly cx-semideciduble if there is an r.e. set W C Sz, such that C = a[ W]. For 
computable structures r-semidecidable and weakly a-semidecidable coincide. 
When regarding computability on a conditional upper semilattice, abbreviated cusl, 
i.e. a partially ordered set where any two elements with an upper bound have a least 
upper bound, we are not only interested in having a decidable ordering but also 
in having a decidable consistency relation and the ability to compute suprema of 
finite consistent sets. Therefore we consider a cusl to be of the form P = (P; C, 
cons, Ll, I). 
Definition 1.5. Let P be a cusl. Then (P,ix) is a computable cusl if M is a computable 
numbering of the structure P = (P; C, Cons, U, I). A domain D is an efSective domain 
if there is an x such that (D,, a), the cusl consisting of the compact elements of D, is 
a computable cusl. We denote this effective domain by (D,ol). 
We will need to somewhat weaken the notion of an effective domain in order to 
facilitate the representation of effective functions between metric spaces. 
Definition 1.6. Let D be a domain. Then (D,a) is a semiefictive domain if (Dc,~) 
is a computable partial order with least element, together with a computable binary 
supremum function. 
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Clearly any effective domain is semieffective. Note also that consistency on DC will 
be a-semidecidable because the order is decidable. Thus we can effectively search for 
an upper bound of a finite set, and if it exists we can compute its supremum. 
Semieffective domains will appear in this paper as certain subsets of effective do- 
mains. A typical situation is as follows. 
Lemma 1.7. Let (D,a) be an effective domain, and let B, be a nonempty a-semideci- 
dable subset of D,, that is closed downwards with respect to L. Then B, is a cusl 
and there is a numbering j3 such that the inclusion 1: B, -+ D, is computable and 
such that (B, /?I) is a semieffective domain, where B is the completion of the cusl B, 
in D. 
Proof. Clearly, B, is a cusl since it is downwards closed. 
Let B be the completion of B, in D, i.e., 
where 2 denotes the set of compact approximations of x. Let W = a-’ [B,] and let 
1^ : w -+ W be a recursive enumeration of W. Then we define p : w + B, by p = CI o i. 
It is clear that i tracks the inclusion function with respect to /3 and ~1. It is easily 
verified that (B,/?) is a semieffective domain. 0 
The standard theory for effective domains also holds for semieffective domains. We 
briefly verify this for the parts we need. 
Definition 1.8. Let (D, a) be a semieffective domain. Then x E D is an (cc-)compu- 
table element if 2 is cc-semidecidable. An r.e. index of K’[?] is an (c1-)index of the 
computable element x. 
Let D,+ denote the set {x E D : x is computable}. Note that D, C Dk. 
Definition 1.9. Let (D, a) and (E, p) be semieffective domains. A continuous function 
f : D + E is (a, B)-efSective if the relation R C DC x EC defined by 
R(a,b) H b rZ f(a) 
is (CI, p)-semidecidable. 
Lemma 1.10. Let (D, CC), (E, B) and (F, y) be semiefSective domains and let f : D --+ E 
and g : E + F be continuous and (c(, /?)-eflective and (/?, y)-effective, respectively. 
(i) If x E D is a-computable then f(x) E E is B-computable. 
(ii) The composition h = g o f is (a, y)-effective. 
Proof. Standard. 0 
Note that the standard proof is uniform in f, g and x. 
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Definition 1.11. Let (D, a) be a semieffective domain and suppose D, & C 2 D. Then 
(C,y) is a constructive subdomain of (D,a) if y: Q, -+ C is a sujective numbering 
such that 0, C o is recursive, and 
(i) the inclusion mapping I : D, + C is (a, y)-computable, and 
(ii) the relation R(n,m) ti a(n) E y(m) is r.e., that is 7F) is a-semidecidable 
uniformly in m. 
Note that y-equality is not decidable in general. 
Let (D, a) be a semieffective domain. We introduce the notation 
Consk(H) = (3m < k)(Vx E H)(x L a(m)), 
where H G D, is a finite subset. COnSk is clearly a decidable relation uniformly in k 
over Pf(Dc), the finite subsets of D,. 
Theorem 1.12. Let (D,ol) be a semieffective domain. Then there is a numbering 
E : w -+ Dk such that (Dk, c() is a constructive subdomain of (D, or). 
Proof. We modify the proof for effective domains given in [13]. 
Consider some fixed standard enumeration { W, : e < o} of the r.e. sets, where W; 
denotes (a canonical index for) the finite part of W, generated by stage n in the standard 
enumeration. 
Define a function f : Pf(w) -+ o by 
= Ua[H]] if H is consistent, 
otherwise. 
Then f is a partial recursive function since the supremum is computable in D,. 
Next we simultaneously define the finite sets q and the function g by 
to = {k], where k is an index for I; 
yen+’ = 
{ 
v U Wz(e’n) U {f (q U W,“‘“‘“‘)} if Cons,( T U Wz”.“‘), 
V otherwise. 
s(e, n)= (Pm < n)(wb” SZ r). 
Note that we can effectively compute a canonical index for r. Let 
v, = U{ I$n : n < co}. 
Then V, is an r.e. set since a canonical index of I$” is obtained recursively from e and 
n. Note that m bn =S I’/ G Q’ and that a[y] is a directed set for every n. It follows 
that a[ V,] is directed. Thus we may define E(e) = u a[&]. 
It is straightforward to prove that (Dk,E) is a constructive subdomain. q 
The numbering E will be called the canonical numbering of Dk. 
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Let D be a domain. Recall that a basis for the Scott topology on D are the sets 
B,={x~D:a&x},fora~D,. 
Definition 1.13. Let (D, a) be a semieffective domain. 
(i) A set Us D is efSectiveIy open if there is an r.e. set W such that 
u = lJ &(,,. 
eEW 
An r.e. index of W is an index of the effectively open set U. 
(ii) If B C D then U C B is efictively open in B if there is an effectively open set 
V CD such that U = V n B. An index of V is also an index of U. 
Definition 1.14. Let (D, IX) and (E, /I) be semieffective domains and suppose B CD and 
CC E. Then f : B -+ C is efictively continuous if there is a total recursive function 
g such that 
f-‘PQcej n Cl = U %n) nB>. 
mew,,,, 
We state here some further results from domain theory without proofs. The proofs 
are in essence the same as the original proofs for effective domains. 
Theorem 1.15 (Ershov [5]). Let (D, a) be a semiefictive domain. Then U C Dk is 
kemidecidable ifs U is effectively open in Dk. 
The theorem is uniform in the sense that there are recursive functions which take 
an &index to the corresponding index as an effectively open set and conversely. 
The following is a generalisation of the Myhill-Shepherdson theorem. 
Theorem 1.16. Let (D, a) and (E, /l) be semieffective domains. Then a function f : Dk 
+ & is (&&omputable ifs there is a continuous (a, P)-eflective function f-: D -+ E 
such that 71~ = f. 
Finally, we have a generalisation of the Kreisel-Lacombe-Schoenfield theorem due 
to Berger [l]. Note that we have relaxed the requirements on D to be semieffective, 
whereas E is assumed to be effective. 
Let (D, z) be a semieffective domain. Then M C Dk is efictively dense in D if there 
is a total recursive function d such that for each n E w, 
cc(n) C id(n) E M. 
Theorem 1.17. Let (D, c() be a semieffective domain, let (E, /?) be an effective domain 
and let M C Dk be effectively dense in D. If F : M ---f Ek is an (r2, j)-computable 
function such that F(x) is total in E for each x E M then there is an (ii, j)-computable 
function G : Dk ---f Ek such that F(x) C G(x) for every x E M. 
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2. Representability of metric spaces 
In this paper our main interest is in representing effective metric spaces. However, we 
begin by sketching the simpler case where effectivity is disregarded. Proofs have been 
omitted since they are easily extracted from the slightly more complicated situation 
considered later. For details see [2]. 
For a metric space X, we denote the interior and closure of a subset F of X by F” 
and F, respectively. We denote the open sphere centered in x E X and with radius r 
by W,r). 
Let P be a family of nonempty closed sets of X and assume that X E P. We order 
P by reverse inclusion, i.e., for F,F’ E P, 
FcF’eFFF’. 
Then P = (P; C,X) is a partial order with least element X. Elements of P should be 
seen as approximations of elements in X, where F approximates x iff x E F. We want P 
to be sufficiently rich so that we can perform certain operations on the approximations 
of elements in X. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be a metric space and let P be a family of nonempty closed 
subsets of X including X. Then P = (P; C,X) is a closed neighbourhood system if 
the following are satisfied: 
(i) if F, F’ E P and F ~7 F’ # 0 then F n F’ E P, and 
(ii) if x E U, where U is open, then (3F E P)(x E F0 A F C U). 
Condition (i) makes P, ordered with reverse inclusion, into a cusl. Thus two ap- 
proximations are consistent if their intersection is nonempty. P is an approximation for 
X in the sense of [17]. 
Clearly, the set of all closed nonempty subsets of a metric space X is a closed 
neighbourhood system. Consider the domain D built from the closed neighbourhood 
system by ideal completion. We define a converging ideal to be an ideal that contains 
closed sets with arbitrarily small diameter. A converging ideal naturally represents 
exactly one point in the metric completion of X. Let Dx denote the set of converging 
ideals, and define a natural epimorphism, VX, from DX onto X by mapping an ideal 
onto the point it represents. Then (D, Dx, vx) is a domain representation of the metric 
completion of X. Considering subspaces, we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 2.2. Every metric space is domain representable. 
Given two metric spaces and domain representations of them we want to represent 
the continuous functions between the metric spaces with continuous functions between 
the corresponding domains. In defining a continuous function between the domains it 
is clear what values are to be given to converging ideals, the problem is to give values 
for all approximations in such a manner that the image of all compact approximations 
of a converging ideal constitutes a converging ideal. 
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Theorem 2.3. Let X and Y be metric spaces and let P and Q be closed neighbourhood 
systems for X and Y, respectively. Let D and E be the domains constructed as 
above. Then every continuous function 7: D + E, such that f [Dx] C Ey, induces a 
continuous function f : X -+ Y. Conversely, every continuous function f : X -i Y 
can be represented by a continuous function /: D -+ E. 
The following commutative diagram describes the correspondence. 
f 
D-E 
“x I I “Y f 
X=Dx/- A E,l-EY 
Proof. f(l) = {G E Q : (3F E Z)(f [F] & Go)}. Cl 
A corollary is that every metric algebra is domain representable. 
In computer science both domains and metric spaces have been used as models in 
denotational semantics. (For a discussion see [ 121.) Our results may be seen as a partial 
explanation why both methods are successful in giving semantics. This is further sup- 
ported by the following observation that the unique fixed point of a contraction mapping 
f on a complete metric space is the least fixed point of the canonical function f- rep- 
resenting f on the domain. Least fixed points and fixed points of contractions are the 
keys to giving semantics to recursions using domains and metric spaces, respectively. 
A version of this result for ultrametric spaces has been proven in [13, Chapter 81. 
Theorem 2.4. Let X = (X,d) be a bounded complete metric space, and let P be a 
closed neighbourhood system containing all nonempty finite intersections of closed 
balls of the form B(x,r), where x E X and r E Q+. Assume that f is a contraction 
on X, that is, there exist a rational c < 1 such that d(f (x), f (y)) < c . d(x, y), for 
all x, y E X. Let f-1 p 4 p be the canonical function representing f. Then the least 
fixed point, fixCf), of .f is an ideal converging to the unique fixed point off. 
Proof. We can, without loss of generality, assume that the metric is bounded by 1. 
Select xo E X. We have that B(xo, 1) = X. Let I = fixu) = jJ,,,ffl(l). We 
know that I is an ideal and that f(Z) = 1. We have to show that I is converging. ____ 
nf(J-) C&XI, c), where xi = f (xo), since B(xl, c) E f (B(xo, 1)) = f(J_). In general, 
we have that nTfl(_L) c B( x,,c”), where x,+1 = f(xn). Hence diamfl(-L))<c”, for 
n E N. Since c” ---f 0 as n + DC) we have that I is converging. 0 
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Corollary 2.5 (Banach’s fixed point theorem). Let X = (X,d) be a complete metric 
space, and let f be a contraction on X. Then there exists a unique x E X such that 
f(x) =x. 
Proof. Select x0 E X, and let a = d(xo,f(xo)). Consider the bounded subspace 
Clearly f takes X’ into X’. Using Theorem 2.4 we obtain a fixed point in X’ and 
hence in X. The uniqueness is proven as usual. 0 
We now formalise the notion of an effective metric space. An effective metric space 
is a subspace of the metric completion of a computable metric space. A computable 
metric space is a computable set together with a computable metric on the set with 
values in a computable ordered archimedean field. Here are the precise definitions. 
Definition 2.6. Let K be an ordered field. Then (K, y) is a computable ordered jield 
if y is a computable numbering of the structure K = (K; 6, +, ., 0,l). 
The ordered field of rational numbers is computable. Further examples are obtained 
from [8], where Madison shows that the real closure of a computably ordered field is 
computable. 
We let iWk denote the structure of recursive reals with its canonical effective num- 
bering p. Let (K, y) be a computable archimedean ordered field. Then K is isomorphic 
to a subfield of R, see for example [4]. Furthermore, Lachlan and Madison [7] prove 
that any computable ordered subfield of R is computably embedded into (&,p). That 
is, there is a (y,p)-computable embedding of K into (Wk. 
Definition 2.7. A computable metric space is a triple ((A, a), (K, y), d), where 
(i) (A, X) is a computable set, 
(ii) (K,y) is a computable archimedean ordered field, 
(iii) d : A2 -+ K is an (cc, y)-computable metric on A, that is, d is a metric and there 
exists a recursive function d^: Szi -+ 52, satisfying y o d^ = d o x2, i.e., d^ tracks d. 
Given a metric space (A, d) we let A* denote the metric completion of A with respect 
to the metric d. We let d denote the induced metric on A* as well. 
Definition 2.8. Let ((A, cx), (K, y), d) b e a computable metric space and let X satisfy 
A CX CA*. Then X = (X, (A, a), (K, y),d) is an efictive metric space. 
In this paper we are mainly concerned with the cases X = A* and X = the recursive 
completion Ak of A (defined below). 
A first example of a computable metric space is Q together with the canonical 
computable numbering of Q, where the distance function takes values in the computable 
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ordered field Q and is defined by d(x, JJ) = IX - yl. Note that the metric completion 
of Q is R, so R is an effective metric space. 
By using WeierstraS’s approximation theorem and Sturm’s theorem [ 181 we can 
show that C[O, 11, the space of continuous functions from [0, l] into R with the sup 
norm, is an effective metric space. Further examples of effective metric spaces include 
R” and certain P-spaces (see [2]). 
We now define the notion of a computable element of an effective metric space. 
Definition 2.9. Let ((A, x), (K, y), d) b e a computable metric space. An element of 
x E A* is computable if there is an a-computable sequence, (a,), of elements of A, 
such that for each n, d(a,,x) < 2~“. We denote by Ak the set of computable elements 
of A*. 
An index for the sequence (a,) will be called an E-index for x. Let 52,- be the set of 
&indices. Thus we have a numbering &: sZ,- + Ak defined by E(e) = lim,,, a<(e)(n)). 
Clearly Ak is an effective metric space. 
Let d be the restriction to .& of the metric on A* induced by d. Then d takes 
its values in [wk and is (E,p)-computable since there exists a computable embedding 
of (K, y) into ([Wk,p) and since we can effectively pass to the limit of effectively 
Converging Sequences in (Wk. 
We now set out to represent effective metric spaces by effective domains. 
Below we let ((A, cc),(K, y),d) be a computable metric space. We will show that 
we can represent the effective metric space A * = (A*, (A, IX), (K, y), d) by an effective 
domain. The domain will consist of approximations of elements of A. A straightfor- 
ward choice is to let the approximations be certain closed subsets of A ordered by 
reverse inclusion. But, as is easily seen, it is often impossible to compute on such ap- 
proximations. For example, to decide whether two approximations are consistent, i.e., 
have a nonempty intersection, we intuitively have to enumerate elements of A until we 
find an element that belongs to both of the approximations, which clearly is only a 
semidecidable process in general. 
As approximations we are going to consider all closed balls with rational radii 
centered in points belonging to A. We will define operations on these balls considered 
as formal objects and not as sets, and thus the balls will be called formal balls, and 
denoted by F,,,, where a E A and r E Q+. We will sometimes use the set theoretic 
notations x E F,,, and F,,, C V when F,,,. is considered as the set {x E A* : d(a,x)<r}. 
It will help to think about the following concepts when formal balls are interpreted 
as closed spheres in, e.g., R2. 
Two formal balls l&,Fb,s are consistent, denoted F,,, 7 Fb,$, if d(a, b)dr +s. Note 
that two formal balls may be consistent even though their intersection is empty. A finite 
set of formal balls is pairwise consistent if every pair of formal balls are consistent. 
A formal ball F,,, is contained in another formal ball Fb,s, denoted F,,, < Fb,s, if 
d(a,b) + r<s. This containment relation implies set theoretic inclusion, and is clearly 
transitive. A finite set of formal balls is permissible if it is pairwise consistent and has 
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no formal ball contained in another, i.e., 
{El,,,,,...? F,,,,,,, } permissible ti 
4j(lGi,jfn A i #j * Fa,,r, t F,,,,, A &,rz SfF,,,,). 
Both consistency and containment are decidable because the metric function d takes 
values in the computable ordered field K. It follows that it is decidable whether or not 
a finite set of formal balls is consistent. 
Let P be the set of all finite permissible sets of formal balls. Let cr and r range over 
P. We are about to make P into a cusl. To do that we need to specify the ordering 
relation. We define for m, n 2 0, 
IF,,,,, : 1 G i G n> C {Fb+, : 1 <j d m} w vi -c n$ -c m(Fa,,r, % Fb+,). 
It is a partial order because the relation is defined on permissible sets of formal 
balls. The empty set is the least element. We note that two permissible sets (T = 
{KJ, : 1 6 i < n} and r = {Fb+, : 1 < j d m} are consistent if for every i and j, Fa,,r, 
and Fb+, are consistent. The supremum of o and r is (T L. r = g(o U z), whenever g 
and r are consistent, where the function g takes a consistent set of formal balls into a 
permissible set of formal balls by removing any formal ball containing another formal 
ball. We have shown that (P; L, I) is a cusl. 
We identify a singleton set with its only element, i.e., we denote o = {Fa,r} by F,,,. 
Lemma 2.10. The structure (P; IL, Cons, U, I) is a computable cusl with a numbering 
8 obtained uniformly from ((A, a), (K, y), d). 
Proof. Let 1 be a computable embedding of Q+ into (K, y). Let 6 : o -+ F, where 
.F is the set of formal balls, be defined by &(m, n)) = F,(,),,,(,). Let S2s = {e : S[D,] 
permissible}, where D, is the finite set of numbers with canonical index e. Then 52, is 
recursive. Now we define s: SZS -+ P by 8(e) = S[D,]. Clearly (P, 8) is a computable 
cusl. 0 
Let D denote the ideal completion of the cusl P of permissible sets. Then (D, 8) 
is an effective domain. Note that the numbering have been chosen so that we can 
extract all information about a permissible set from a z-index, i.e., given m such that 
8(m) = {F a,,r,, . . . , F,,z,,,} E DC, we can compute n and all ai, ri for i = 1,. . . , n, from 
the index m. 
Definition 2.11. Let I be an ideal over P. 
(i) An element x E A* is approximated by I if 
(ii) The ideal I is converging if for any E > 0 there exists a formal ball F,,, E I 
such that r < E. 
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Lemma 2.12. Every converging ideal approximates exactly one element in A*. 
Proof. Let I be a converging ideal over P. For all k E N, choose Far,rk E I such 
that rk < 2-k. Since any two elements of I are consistent we have the following 
inequalities for n 2 k, 
d(ak,ak+n)<2-k +2-k-” < 2-k+‘. 
Thus, the sequence {ak} is a Cauchy sequence by the second inequality and hence 
converges to x E A*. By the first inequality we have that 
d(ak,X) < d(ak,ak+,) + d(ak+,,x) d 2-k + 2-‘++I. 
As the last inequality holds for any n we have that d(ak,x) < 2-k, i.e., x E F,i,,k. 
Suppose y # x is also approximated by I. Then d(x, y) > 0 so by definition of 
converging ideal there is a formal ball F,,, E I such that Y < id(x, y). Since both x 
and y must be contained in F,,,, d(x, a) + d(a, y) d 2r < d(x, y), which is impossible 
by d being a metric. 0 
We will use the notation I --f x to say that I is converging and that the unique 
element approximated by I is x. 
Lemma 2.13. Let I E D be a converging ideal. Then J E D is consistent with I ifs 
the element x approximated by I is approximated by J. 
Proof. The if direction is trivial. For the only if direction let x be the unique element 
in A* such that I approximates x. Let Fb,s E z E J. For I and J to be consistent, we 
must have that for any F,,, E o E I, d(a, b) < s + r. Hence d(b,x) < s + 2r. Since there 
exists F,,, E I with arbitrary small r, we have that x E Fb,s. That is J approximates x. 
Lemma 2.14. Every converging ideal is total. 
Proof. Let I -+ x and let J and K be extensions of I. By Lemma 2.13, both these 
extensions will approximate x. Since J is an extension of I, J will also be converging. 
So by Lemma 2.13 again J and K are consistent. 0 
For each x E A* let I, be the ideal generated by the set {F,,, : d(a,x) < r A r E Q+ A 
aEA}. 
Lemma 2.15. (i) Z, -+ x, and 
(ii) If J E D is a converging ideal and J approximates x, then I, C J. 
Proof. (i) is by definition. For (ii) suppose F,,, satisfies d(a,x) < r, then since J is 
converging it will contain a formal ball & satisfying s < i(r - d(a,x)), and hence 
Fb,s <F,,,, that is F,,, E J. 0 
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We. now show that D is a domain representation of A*. Later we will consider the 
effectivity of the presentation. 
Let A4 be the set of converging ideals in D. For every ideal I E A4 there is an 
x E A* such that I -+ x, and conversely, for every x E A* there is an ideal I E M 
such that Z -+ x. In fact there is a least such, namely I,. Since every converging ideal 
is total we know that there is also the largest such ideal, which we denote by I’. 
Let N denote that two ideals are consistent. Clearly N is an equivalence relation on 
M. The topology on Ml- is the quotient topology obtained from the subspace topology 
on M, which in turn is obtained from the Scott topology on D. 
Define @: Ml- 4 A* by 
@([I]_) = 30 = x @ I -+ x. 
The function @ is clearly well-defined and bijective, where surjectivity is witnessed by 
the ideals I,. 
Recall that a base for the Scott topology on D is the set {B, : CT E DC}, where 
B,={ZED:~EZ}. 
Lemma 2.16. The function @: Ml- -+ A* is continuous. 
Proof. Let I/ 2 A* be an open set and let 
u= u BF,,/ 
F<,. , C_ V 
U is clearly open in D. We show that 
ZEU@-‘[VI wZEU~M. 
If ZEU @-‘[VI, then Z + x, for some x E V. Because V is open there exists a rational 
E > 0 such that the open sphere with radius E centered in x is contained in V. There 
must exist an a EA such that d(a,x) < $. Let r = $, then F,,, c V. F,,, EZ, &Z, that 
is I E U. Since I converges it is also included in M. On the other hand, if Z E U n M 
then there exists a and r such that F,,, E Z and F,,, C V. Hence I -+ x E V, that is 
@([ZIN)E V. 0 
Lemma 2.17. The function @: Ml- --t A* is open. 
Proof. Let U C Mf N be open and let V = @[U]. Since U is open we have 
UU=Mn UB, , 
( > OES 
for some set S CD,. We first show that the elements approximated by cr is a subset of 
V for all o ES. Assume 0 = {F,,,, : 1 d i < n}. Let x be approximated by cr, that is 
XEF,,,,, for all 1 < i < n. The ideal Ix will contain Fa,,r, since it is the largest ideal 
that converges to x, and hence cr EP, so IX EB,. Thus IX E U U, that is [I’], E U and 
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hence x = @([lx]_) E V. We now show that V is open. Let x E V, then I, E U U and 
hence Z, EB, for some OES, i.e., FEZ,. Let c = {F,,,,,, . . . , F,,,,,,,}, then XE ny=, F&,. 
Since nF=, F&, C n o c V, V must be open. 0 
Theorem 2.18. Let ((A, a),(K,~),d) b e a computable metric space. Let D be the 
efSective domain constructed above. Let A4 CD be the set of converging ideals. 
Ml- and A* are homeomorphic topological spaces. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.16 and 2.17, @: Ml- -+ A* is a homeomorphism. 0 
There is a natural pseudo metric on A4 such that @ will become an isometry 
by 
Then 
given 
d’(Z,J) = sup inf d(x, y). 
,‘,‘: :z 
Corollary 2.19. Let X = (X, (A, c(),(K, ~),d) b e an eflective metric space. Then X is 
domain representable by an eflective domain. 
Proof. By the theorem and by the continuity of the quotient mapping from M to Ml- 
we have that A* is domain representable. To represent X we simply choose a subset 
M’of A4 such that @[M’/-_I =X. 0 
The next theorem shows that we can represent any continuous function between 
effective metric spaces by a continuous function between the effective domains repre- 
senting the spaces. We postpone considerations of the effectivity of the functions. 
Theorem 2.20. Let (A, K,d) and (B,K’,d’) be computable metric spaces. Let D and 
E be the effective domains constructed from A and B. Let A4 and N be the sets of 
converging ideals in D and E, respectively. Then each continuous function f : D -+ E 
such that y[A4] G N induces a continuous function f : A* + B*. Conversely, each 
continuous function f : A* -+ B* is represented by a continuous function f : D -+ E. 
Proof. A continuous function f clearly induces a continuous function f. We show 
that we can represent any continuous function f : A* + B*. Define f : D, + E by 
f<,) = {r EE, : vFb,s E ri’F,,r c a(f [Fa,rl C F&I}. 
It is easily verified that S(C) is an ideal and that f is monotone. We also denote by 
f- its unique extension to all of D. 
We need to show that the image of every converging ideal is converging. So let 
I +xEA*, and let J = f-(Z). Obviously, f(x) is approximated by J. Given E > 0, 
choose Fb,s E E,, such that f(x) E FbqS and s < E. f is continuous and F& is open, 
hence f-‘[F&l is open. Let F,,, E P be such that x E F& CF,,, & f-‘[F&l. By 
Lemma 2.15(ii) Z, CZ, and F,,, E I, so F,,, E I. f [F,,,] C FiS and F,,, E I, thus 
Fb,s E J. 
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Recalling the homeomorphisms M/N E A* and N/- E B*, we have shown that ,f 
represents f. 0 
We now turn to the question of effectivity. Let (A, K, d) be a computable metric space 
and let D be the effective domain representing A* as above where M CD is the set 
of converging ideals. By Definition 2.9 we have a canonical numbering Or for Ak. Let 
p be the canonical numbering for (Dk fl M)/N obtained from the effective numbering 
of Dk by restriction and quotient. Our first result shows that Ak and (Dk n M)/- are 
recursively homeomorphic. 
Theorem 2.21. Let (A,K,d) be a computable metric space and let D be the con- 
structed eflective domain representation of A* and let M be the set of converging 
ideals in D. Then Ak and (Dk n M)/ N are recursively homeomorphic. 
Proof. We argue informally by giving algorithms that converge for all appropriate 
indices. 
Suppose x E Ak. Let (a,) be a computable sequence of elements of A, such that 
d(a,, x) < 2~“. Then the set {Fa,,,2-” : n E co} generates a computable ideal, namely Z,. 
For the converse, suppose I E Dk n kf. Then I + x for some x. We will show 
that x is computable. Given an index of I we enumerate all approximations of I, and 
since I is converging we can effectively find approximations of the form Fa,,,r,,, where 
r, < 2-n. The sequence (a,) is a computable sequence that converges to x. 0 
We now consider notions of effectivity for functions between effective metric spaces. 
Definition 2.22. Let X and Y be effective metric spaces represented by effective do- 
mains D and E, respectively, as above. Then f : X -+ Y is efictive if it is represented 
by an effective function f-: D -+ E. 
It follows that each effective function f : X + Y is continuous. 
From the point of view of domain representability it is the class of effective func- 
tions defined in the above way which is the natural class to study. However, for natural 
classes of effective locally compact metric spaces we define directly a notion of com- 
putable function, effectivising uniform continuity, and show that for such spaces these 
classes coincide. 
We are about to define the concept of a computable function for certain metric 
spaces, The function m in (ii) below is referred to as a modulus function. 
Definition 2.23. Let A* = U, Ew A, be a union of increasing compact sets, i.e., each A,, 
is compact and m ,< n + A,,, &A,,. A continuous function f : A* + B* is computable 
if the following holds: 
(i) There is a recursive function, f^, such that for any index m of a computable 
sequence (x,), f(m) is an index for the computable sequence (f(&)). 
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(ii) There exists a recursive function m : u2 --+ o such that for all x and y in A,, 
the following hold 
d(x, y) < 2-m(n,k) =+ d(f(x), f(Y)) < 2-k. 
We show that the notion of effective function corresponds to the notion of computable 
function under certain conditions. The first added condition is that one may compute 
arbitrarily fine E-nets on A,, uniformly in n. 
Lemma 2.24. Let A = ((A,cr), (K, y),d) and B = ((B,/?), (K’, y’),d’) be computable 
metric spaces. Let f : A* + B* be an eflective function. Suppose A* = UnEwAn is 
a union of increasing compact sets A,. Furthermore, assume that there is a recursive 
function t : co2 + Pi such that 
A, C U B(4e),2-P), 
eEo,P) 
for all n and p, and such that a[t(n, p)] c A,. Then f is computable. 
Proof. Let D and E be the effective domains representing A* and B*, respectively, 
and let f- : D + E be an effective function witnessing that f is effective. 
Let x, be a computable sequence in A *. The sequence will actually be in Ak since 
every x, will be computable. Given an index of (x,), we can, by Theorem 2.21, get an 
index of Z,), and by the effectivity of 7 we get an index for f(ZX,3). Using Theorem 2.21 
again we get an index for f (xn). All of this is uniform in n. 
It remains to prove that we can compute a modulus function. Define the relation 
RCw3 by 
R(n,k PI @ WE0, p))WEBWb,z-n-l l fV’~(e),~-p+l)). 
The relation R is clearly r.e. Hence we can define a partial recursive function m: o2 + w 
by 
m(n,k) = vpR(n, k, ~1, 
where v is a partial recursive selection operator. We have to show that m is total and 
that it is a modulus function. 
Fix n and k. We show that m(n, k)l, i.e., there is a p such that R(n, k, p). Fix e E 52,. 
We show that there is a p and bc B such that 
(*) Fb,z--k--l •~V’a~e~,2--p+~ ). 
We know that f(Zace,) converges since I,(,) converges. Let bC3 be such that f(a(e)) E 
Fi2-r-,. Thus Fi2-r-, E f(Zace,) and, by continuity, there is F,(,j,, E I,(,) such that 
Fb,z-“-l Ef (F+),, , ‘) that is (*) holds for some p and b EB. Define s : 52, -+ o by 
s(e) = min{pEw : (3bEB)(Fb,2-k-I E~(F~(~),~-~+c))}. 
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Now we define a function p H qp by 
qp = max s(e): eE U t(n,i) . 
I<i<p 
If qp < p for some p then R(n, k, p), so m(n,k)l. Suppose qp > p for all p. Then 
there exists an ep E UIGiGP t(n,i), such that s(eP) > p, for every p. A,, is compact, 
hence the sequence (C((ep))pE w has a limit point. Let x be this point, and consider 
1,. Then f(Z,) converges since 1, converges. Let b be such that f(x) E F&I_, . By 
continuity off there exists F,,, EZ, such that Fb,z-h-~ cf(F,,.). Note that r depends 
only on k. Let po satisfy 
2-po+l < r - 44x) 
2 . 
We clearly have by the monotonic&y off that 
Wp)(4a(ep),x) < 2- po+’ =+ Fb,z-i-l E~(F,(,~,,~-P~+I)). 
Since x is a limit point of (a(ep)) there exists an eP such that p B p. and such that 
d(a(e,),x) < ~--PO+‘. We h ave that s(ep) 6 PO. But PO d p and our ep was chosen 
so that p < s(ep) and hence s(ep) < s(e,), a contradiction. Thus m is total. 
We now show that m is a modulus function. Let x, y EA, satisfy d(x, y) < 2-m(n,k). 
By the requirements on t we choose an e such that 
xEB(a(e), 2-m(“9k)). 
It follows that y E B(a(e), 2-m(“3k)f1 ). We have that R(n, k,m(n, k)), and hence there 
exists a b such that Fb,2-~-1 E~(F~(~),~-,,,,,~.“‘+, ). Thus, 
d’(f(x), f(y)) d &fCW) + d’(b, f(y)) < 2-k> 
i.e., m is indeed a modulus function. 0 
Now we consider the converse problem. Given a computable function f : A* -+ B* 
we want to find an effective continuous function f: D -+ E. To be sure that 7 will 
induce f we want the image of a E D, to he the ideal of all elements z E EC such 
that r approximates all points in the image f[a]. The na’ive approach is to attempt to 
define f by: 
f(a) = {TEE,: ~Fb,sEz3Fa,rEa(f[Fa,rl CFb,s)}. 
But set inclusion is not computable, so to make f effective we have to replace it by 
something weaker, but sufficiently strong, that is semidecidable. Hence the following 
lemma. 
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Lemma 2.25. Let ((A, a), (K, y), d) and ((B, p), (K’, y’), d’) be computable metric 
spaces and let D and E be the representing domains. Let A” = IJ, Ew A,, be a union 
of increasing compact sets, such that the relation F,_, CA, is semidecidable. Let 
f : A* + B* be computable. The relation Rf CD, x EC defined by 
R/Cc, 7) - tvFb,s E T)W’~,~ E o)W)@n) 
(F,,, CA,, A r < 2- m(n3k) A d’( f (a)k, b) + 2-kf’ < s) 
is semidecidable, where f (a)k E B and d’( f (a), f (a)k) < 2-k. Moreover, 
Proof. The relation is clearly semidecidable. Suppose RJ-(o,~). Let Fb,sET and assume 
x E n Q. Choose F,,, E CT, k and n such that the matrix of Rf(a, T) is satisfied for Fb,S. 
Since I < 2-m(“,k) we have d’(f (a), f (x)) < 2-k. Further, using the modulus for the 
approximations f (a)k of f(a), 
d’(h f (x)) G d’(b, f(a)k) + d’(f (a)k, f(a)) + d’(f(a), f (x)) 
< d’(b, f (u)k) + 2-k+’ 
that is f(x) EFb,$. [7 
Lemma 2.26. Let ((A, a), (K, y), d) and ((B, /II), (K’, j), d’) be computable metric 
spaces. Let A* = UnEwA,, b e a union of increasing compact sets, such that F,,, CA,, 
is semidecidable and such that for every x E A* there exists an n such that x E A,“. 
Then any computable function, f : A* + B*, is effective. 
Proof. Let D and E be the domains constructed. Let M and N be the sets of converging 
ideals in D and E, respectively. 
Define f-: D, -+ E by 
where Rf is as defined in Lemma 2.25. It is easily verified that f(cr) is an ideal and 
that f is monotone. We also denote by f= its unique continuous extension to all of D. 
As the relation RJ is semidecidable the function f will be effective. 
Let I + x E A*. To see that f(1) is converging fix i. We have to show that there 
is b E B such that Ft,2-j E f(Z). Choose b E B such that d’(b,f(x)) < 2-‘-l by 
the density of B in B*. Let n be such that x E A,” and let j > m(n, i + 2) be such 
that B(x,2-j) CA,. Then for each a E B(x,2-j), d’(f(x),f(a)) -C 2-i-2 and hence 
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d’(b,f(a)) < 52-‘. Now we are to find F,,, EZ such that RY(F~,~,F~,~-,). Choose k 
such that 3 . 2-k < 2Yie2. Choose r such that 
r < min{2- m(kk), 2-i-t j, 
and a such that d(a,x) < r. It is now straightforward to show that RZ(F,,r,Ft,z-0. 
Thus f(Z) is converging and, by Lemma 2.25, f(Z) + f(x). 0 
Theorem 2.21. Let (A, K,d) and (B,K’,d’) be computable metric spaces and let D 
and E be the representing domains. Suppose A* = U, E. A, is a union of increasing 
compact sets, such that 
(i) there exists a recursive function t : c02 -+ Pf(o) such that 
A, G IJ B(4e),2-P>1 
eWn,p) 
for all n and p, and such that a[t(n, p)] CA,,, 
(ii) the relation F,,, C_ A,, is semidecidable, and 
(iii) for every x GA* there exists an n such that x EA,O, the interior of A,,. 
Then f : A* + B* is effective ifs f is computable. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.24 and 2.26. 0 
Note that for Rk it is easy to see that the sequence A, = [-n,nlk is a union of 
increasing compact sets that satisfies (i)-(iii) of Theorem 2.27. 
The set of converging ideals, of a domain constructed as in this paper, is not ef- 
fectively dense in general. Thus, in order to apply the Kreisel-Lacombe-Schoenfield 
theorem, we need a domain representation where the set of converging ideals is effec- 
tively dense. Hence the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.28. Let ((A, a), (K, tc),d) be a computable metric space. Then there is a 
semieflective domain C such that C represents A* and such that the set of computable 
converging ideals are eflectively dense in C. 
Proof. Construct the representing effective domain (D, S) of A*. Let (C, y) be the 
semieffective domain constructed from the semidecidable set 
{GE& : Wa,r~Dc)(o L Fcz,r)), 
by Lemma 1.7. Let M and N be the converging ideals in D and C, respectively. Note 
that a converging ideal in C need not be total. We define an equivalence relation N 
on N by 
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Let cp : C + D be defined by q(Z) = the ideal in D generated by I. Clearly, if I is 
converging then so is q(l). We have the following diagram: 
D&C 
Y I - I ” 
M/- & N/- 
A* 
Let $ : N/- --f IV/- be defined by @([I]) = [q(l)]. Let 4 : M/w -+ N/- be defined by 
$([Z]) = [J n C,], where J is the least ideal in [I]. Clearly, @ and $ are well defined. 
It is easily verified that @ and 3 are inverses of each other. 
Define @’ : N/N -+ A* by @‘([11)=x @ I -+ x. One can prove that @’ is continuous 
by repeating the proof of Lemma 2.16. To show that @’ is open we have to make a 
small but easy modification in the proof of Lemma 2.17, since equivalence classes in 
N/- do not contain a largest ideal Ix in general. With this modification (left to the 
reader) we have that M/N S’ A* Z Nj- are homeomorphic spaces, and that $ and $ 
are homeomorphisms. Thus we have shown that C represents A*. 
Let 8 and 7 be the canonical numberings of Dk and Ck, respectively. Note that both 
@ and $ are computable w.r.t. 8 and 7. Hence we have shown that the homeomorphism 
between N/wk and Ak are tracked by recursive functions in both directions. 
For any 0 E C, there is F,,, E C, such that cr C F,,,. The ideal generated by Fa,p, 
for k E N, clearly belongs to Nk. Hence Nk is effectively dense in C. 0 
Definition 2.29. Let X and Y be effective metric spaces. A function f : X --f Y is 
effectively continuous if there is a total recursive function g such that for any basic 
open set B(b,s) C Y, 
.rlPwAl = (~ $,*. , N&r), 
i, s 
where B(a,r) are basic open sets in X. 
We now prove Ceitin’s theorem [3] for effective metric spaces using the generalised 
version of the Kreisel-Lacombe-Schoenfield theorem for domains. 
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Theorem 2.30. Let ((A, a), (K, PC), d) and ((B, /?), (K’, K’), d’) be computable metric 
spaces and let f : Ak -+ Bk be a (@, j)-computable function. Then f is effectively 
continuous. 
Proof. Construct the semieffective domain (C, y) representing A* as 
and construct the effective domain (E, yl) representing B* as before. 
We have the following diagram. 
I I I 1 
P ____ mG_ _ + Ek 
bk 
I I 
Mk -- 
l “M 
M,l- 
d, 
I I 
E___, Nk 
I “N 
Nkl- 
i 
yr 
f 
in Lemma 2.28, 
A,k B, 
Let hl, f^, h2 be partial recursive functions tracking @, f and Y-l, respectively, 
where h2 computes an index for the least ideal in its equivalence class. (Shown in The- 
orem 2.21.) Recalling the nature of numberings for quotients, we define F : Mk -+ Nk 
by 
n 
F(I@)) = V(hzfhl(m)). 
Then F is well defined and (7, q)-computable, tracked by hjhl . Clearly, if 7(‘(m) w y(n) 
then F(jj((m)) N F(T(n)), that is F induces f. 
By Theorem 1.17 (Kreisel-Lacombe-Schoenfield) there is a (7, Fj)-computable func- 
tion G : ck + Ek such that F(Z) C G(I) for all I E it&. By Theorem 1.16 (Myhill- 
Shepherdson) G can be extended to an effective function G’ : C -+ E, and by two 
applications of Theorem 1.15 G’ is effectively continuous. 
Let I E Mk. If I -+ x then by the definition of F, F(Z) 4 f(x). Since G(I) 2 F(Z) we 
have G(Z) -+ S(X). Thus, by G’ being an extension of G, we have that G’(Z) ---) f(x), 
i.e., G’ represents f. This proves that f is continuous. 
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It remains to verify effectivity. In the proof of Lemma 2.16 we defined the set U to 
be the set 
When V is a basic open set, i.e., V =B(b,s), for some b E B and s, we can replace 
the definition of U by 
u = .,,,i,,. BF,,,,, = U {BF,,,,, : 46 b’) + S’ < $1. 
The proof from then on is identical to that of Lemma 2.16. Thus, to a basic open set 
in Bk corresponds an effectively open set U in E. Since G’ is effectively continuous 
we have that W = G’-’ [U] is effectively open. The procedure is uniform, that is W is 
effectively open uniformly in b and s. Thus there is a recursive function g’ such that 
W= u B,. 
OEW,I,,h.%, 
We know that 
u cl-‘f-‘[B(b,s)] = W nli’&. 
Define a total recursive function g by 
We now show that 
f-‘P@dl = (= riyw F,q,. 
‘,,h 0 
Assume x of-‘[B(b,s)]. Then Z, E U @-‘f-l [B(b,s)] and hence there exists a o such 
that Z, EB,, i.e., CJEZ,. Since Z, is generated by simple formal balls there exists F,,, EZ, 
such that ~7 & F,,,. Thus x E Fly. For the other direction assume x E F& for some 
Fa,r E yq(b,s). Then there is a a~ yq’(b,s) such that CJ rZ F,,,. We have that Z, E B, and 
clearly Z, EMU, hence Z, E lJ @-‘f -‘[B(b,s)]. Thus x~f-‘[B(b,s)]. 
We have shown that f is effectively continuous. 0 
Note that the proof given does not use the effective completeness of Ak or Bk. 
However, we do use the fact that Ak is effectively dense. Hence we can formulate the 
result for an effectively dense subset of Ak and for a subset of Bk. 
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